Richland County Emergency Operations Plan
ESF 5: INFORMATION AND PLANNING
Primary Agency:

Richland County EMA

Supporting Agencies:

Richland County Commissioners
Richland Public Health
Richland County Engineer

1. PURPOSE
This ESF involves planning for the use of facilities, personnel, procedures, and support
during operation of the Richland County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and for
supporting incident operations essential to saving lives, conserving property, and
containing the incident. This section covers how the Incident Commander/Unified
Commander and the Coordinator of the EOC work together and how authority and
responsibility is both shared and separate. It also covers operation of an alternate EOC
facility as a secondary or substitute EOC should the situation warrant such action.
2. SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
a. Situation
i. The Richland County EOC is located at 597 Park Avenue East in Mansfield.
This facility is the primary Emergency Operations Center (EOC) for
Richland County.
ii. An alternate EOC may be opened if the primary EOC is either inoperable
or inappropriate to the incident, or if the geographic location is not
conducive to effective management of the incident and incident support.
Alternate EOC sites include the Ontario Services Building at 3375 Milligan
Road in Ontario or at any fire department in Richland County. If
necessary, a mobile support unit or incident command post can be
established using a command vehicle or other appropriate mobile unit.
iii. The EOC is intended to provide a convenient location capable of
providing coordination staff to support response personnel through
incident action planning, resource coordination, and logistics
management, and administrative support for local incident commanders
and emergency managers. Any EOC location is also appropriate for dayto-day use by the emergency management staff.
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iv. Direction and control relates to the deployment and control of specific
resources used to carry out tactical operations under the Incident
Command System. The Incident Commander/Unified Commander may
identify needed personnel, equipment, or supplies; determine the type,
capability or quantity of the specified equipment or supplies; identify
personnel with specific qualifications; determine the location and
utilization of deployed and available resources; deploy and manage
resources; document and track the use of resources; and review and
summarize resource use and associated findings after the incident.
v. Mutual aid for support of functions at the EOC is addressed by common
practice of mutual assistance upon request between county agencies.
The Richland County EMA Director and other EMA directors from
adjacent counties will assist one another as available when necessary.
vi. If an alternate EOC is activated, resource coordination and emergency
management authority may be transferred to the appropriate staff at the
alternate location. EOC representatives will transport themselves to the
alternate location or will be transported by emergency vehicles if
necessary.
vii. Any incident may necessitate activation of the EOC, including but not
limited to a multi-disciplinary response, multi-operational period
response where transition from one set of responders to another is
needed, or any response that requires significant or critical resource
support and coordination, technical support, or one that is a part of a
large area-wide response.
viii. An incident where incident action planning and resource management
are best conducted off-site for safety, practicality, or security reasons
may compel activation of the EOC.
ix. The EOC may be activated for a variety of situations, including but not
limited to the following:
1. Weather-based incidents such as flooding, severe thunderstorms
and tornadoes, severe winter storms, or other natural hazard
incidents.
2. Extensive utility outages, infrastructure failure, hazardous
materials spills or releases, extensive fires, and other
technological incidents.
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3. Criminal or civil unrest situations that involve a large area or
multiple resources.
4. Nuclear or radiological incidents in adjacent and nearby counties.
5. Mutual aid for another county in the nearby region.
6. Any other incident that requires the use of significant resources
and planning functions, or advanced level communications of
logistical support.
x. The EOC may be activated to support responses that deploy nontraditional staff, including those that involve volunteer organizations,
social service agencies, public health personnel, and other non-public
safety responders as primary or secondary parties in the response.
xi. The EOC may be put on stand-by status, activated in part or in full, to any
level that is deemed necessary and useful by the EMA director or
requesting agency.
xii. The EOC may have to operate in spite of utility outages, extreme weather
conditions, and absence of services typically considered essential.
b. Assumptions
i. The EOC will be activated at any time it is appropriate to do so. Any time
the EMA Director feels the EOC is necessary, would enhance or better
support the actions of responders, or deems it necessary to carry out the
functions of the incident, the EOC can be opened at whatever location is
most conducive to efficient operations.
ii. The EOC is adequately stocked and designed to accommodate activation
at any time and is adequate for handling countywide incident support.
Off-site EOC facilities will be stocked with adequate equipment and
supplies to carry out the functions of the EOC, either by maintaining an
on-site cache of supplies or by maintaining a mobile cache of supplies.
iii. Sufficient procedures have been developed to direct and control disaster
operations in the field, and procedures for the EOC are consistent,
compatible, and supportive of those field operations.
iv. Upon activation, the EOC, in coordination with the Incident Command
Staff, or appropriate designee at the incident site, will be the point of
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contact for all arriving and staging departments and agencies called to
the scene, other counties, and the State of Ohio. Supervisors of available
units and resources will be routed to the appropriate staging area as
established by the Incident Commander/Unified Commander.
v. Emergency operations for all levels of government will be carried out
according to standard operating procedures established before the
incident.
vi. Any location that serves as an EOC will have the capability to function in
austere conditions, i.e. without utility services and other services
normally considered essential. It is preferable that this location be
capable of generating its own electrical service through a stationary or
portable generator if possible and as needed.
vii. Any EOC will be capable of operating 24 hours per day.
viii. The IC/UC will be notified of the EOC location as well as any changes in
facility status or capabilities during the incident.
ix. Personnel who fill positions that would likely be activated for EOC duty
will be familiar with their individual role in EOC operations and any and
all facilities that would be used for an EOC.
x. EOC operations will be established, persons trained in the activation
process, and exercises conducted on a regular basis.
xi. Resources will be obtained and used according to all applicable
procurement and utilization rules, policies, and procedures at the time of
use. Resources will remain under the guidance and administration of
their home jurisdiction, and will comply with all procurement rules and
regulations for the purchase of supplies, repair and maintenance, and
replacement.
3. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
a. General Overview
i. The EOC is the central point for coordinating the operational planning,
resource and logistical support, and administrative activities associated
with response to a significant emergency incident. Within the EOC, local
decision makers direct and coordinate emergency support and planning
activities. The EOC Coordinator works with General Staff, including the
Planning Section Chief in some cases, to gather and disseminate situation
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reports and technical information for other ICS staff and the local, state,
and federal government officials associated with the incident. Through
this process, resources can be utilized efficiently and effectively, without
wasting limited capacity. The EOC is the central coordinating point for
obtaining, analyzing, evaluating, reporting, and recording disaster related
information.
ii. The decision to activate the primary EOC or to transfer operations to an
alternate EOC is made by the EMA Director or his/her designee. The EMA
Director or designee is the Coordinator of the EOC.
iii. Key elected officials and executive heads of local departments and
agencies will be notified by telephone, text, or pager system in
accordance with the Emergency Notification Roster, maintained at the
primary EOC as a secure document. They will respond to the EOC to
fulfill predetermined roles and responsibilities according to activation
protocols.
iv. Key elected and appointed officials may become part of a Policy Group
housed in the EOC to provide policy guidance to the EOC Coordinator.
v. EOC personnel are responsible for conducting functions assigned by the
EOC Coordinator as the Emergency Operations Plan is implemented. The
Emergency Operations Plan and this section will designate which
agencies and departments are represented in the EOC, and each agency
or department will determine who from their organization is the primary
EOC representative or alternate.
vi. The EOC Coordinator may modify the roles and responsibilities of EOC
representatives as necessary, based upon the incident at hand.
Representatives will be assigned responsibilities that are consistent and
within their authority and responsibility as determined by daily or
emergency operations procedures.
vii. Internal EOC operational procedures will be the responsibility of the EMA
Director, and will at all times comply with standards and regulations that
govern actions on a normal day.
viii. When an EOC is not activated, an Incident Command Post established at
or near the scene will be used to provide resource coordination for
emergency operations.
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b. Relationship Between Levels of Government
i. The EOC is under the management and supervision of the EMA Director
who assumes the title of EOC Coordinator. Other county officials and
appointees may be assigned to work in the EOC. Township and municipal
officials and appointees may be assigned roles in the EOC, and when
working in the EOC are under the immediate direction of the EOC
Coordinator.
ii. Other county EMA Directors may work on behalf of the Richland County
EMA director in a mutual aid situation, and may act as the EOC
Coordinator when assuming that role. They may work as an EOC
Coordinator if appointed as such, or may be a Deputy EOC Coordinator if
the magnitude of the operation warrants such expansion of the
managerial structure. Other EOC positions may be filled with persons
under mutual aid agreements if the duration of an incident warrants
activation of mutual aid.
iii. Representatives of local business and industry, utility companies or
providers, volunteer organizations, and independent agencies may fulfill
roles and responsibilities in the EOC. They will be supervised and report
to the EOC Coordinator regarding their participation in the EOC, and will
remain under the direction and control of their home agency regarding
standard operating procedures, resource availability, and operational
guidelines.
iv. The EMA Director, as EOC Coordinator, may determine who fills EOC
roles and may assign them with reasonable and necessary duties in
concert with their abilities and authorities.
v. State officials may report to the Richland County EOC and work from that
location to support the Richland County EMA through collaboration with
the county and the EOC Coordinator/EMA Director.
vi. If state or federal resources are deployed, the activation, deployment,
and termination of those resources will involve following proper
procedures through the EOC and the EMA Director to ensure priority
assignment, proper delegation of authority, proper procurement, and
effective dismissal and termination of resources.
vii. The EOC may or may not be activated when federal resources are
deployed to Richland County, especially in recovery from an incident. If
those resources need the services of the EOC, then the EMA Director will
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be responsible for setting up and staffing the EOC with the appropriate
support staff and services.
c. Phases of Emergency Management
i. Mitigation
1. Identification of an EOC and/or alternate(s) with a county
coordinator.
2. Development of realistic and accurate hazard identification for
the county.
3. Maintenance and upgrades of communications capabilities
commensurate with potential use.
4. Development of an EOC training/exercise program.
5. Assurance and confirmation that EOC staff and
Command/General staff personnel are not overlapping and that
specific personnel have been designated for the EOC roles.
6. Assurances and confirmation that EOC staff have been
appropriately assigned to EOC duties, and that they have the
authority and responsibility necessary to fulfill their assigned roles
in the EOC.
ii. Preparedness
1. Development of plans and operating procedures for the EOC to
include supporting materials such as displays, message forms,
record and report form, and other necessary tools.
2. EOC personnel should be trained in the use of all internal forms
and procedures
3. The Richland County Resource Manual should be updated
annually or as needed.
4. Internal staffing needs and designated personnel should be
established to fulfill EOC requirements.
5. Equipment, including generators, should be tested regularly.
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6. Regular exercises for EOC personnel should be conducted and
evaluated for improvement strategies.
7. EOC information packets should be prepared and ready for
distribution as needed.
8. Jurisdictional and statutory authorities and limitations should be
examined to insure consistency with EOC policies and procedures.
iii. Response
1. Activation of the EOC is required.
a. Alert EOC representatives as determined by the EOC
Coordinator
b. Install and activate radio equipment
c. Check equipment and supplies for problems
d. Distribute EOC information packets and other supplies
e. Establish shifts and staffing levels for ongoing operations
f. Establish radio operators room and press room
g. Establish check in and check out procedures for staff
2. Notify Incident/Unified Command of EOC operations, location and
staffing capabilities.
3. Coordinate all EOC operations, including coordination with
Incident/Unified Command; establish the appropriate operational
location for Planning, Logistics, and Finance sections and their
staff, in part of whole
4. Establish contact with State EOC, neighboring counties, and other
jurisdictions as necessary.
5. Conduct staff briefings for all EOC representatives.
6. Provide or arrange for security for the EOC.
7. Provide washroom facilities, food and other necessities to EOC
representatives and staff.
8. Should the situation exceed the capability of the county and its
political subdivisions, a request from the Richland County
Commissioners to the Governor of Ohio to declare a State of
Emergency will be made, and the type of assistance required will
be identified in the request. This action will be coordinated
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through the EOC and the Policy Group by the Richland County
Commissioners and the EOC Coordinator/EMA Director.
9. Provide orderly and logical demobilization of the EOC as
appropriate to the incident
iv. Recovery
1. Conduct initial meeting to determine needs for recovery and the
organizations and agencies who will provide recovery services.
2. Assign each recovery function to an appropriate organization.
3. Establish and assign damage assessment reporting according to
standard operating procedures and laws and regulations.
4. Intake and process disaster assistance requests and applications
as needed
5. Critique response and submit an after-action report for incident.
6. Return EOC to pre-incident condition by re-stocking supplies and
cleaning, repairing, or maintaining equipment and facilities.
7. Coordinate Assistance Programs to benefit local residents and
public entities through the EMA Office after the EOC is closed.
4. ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
a. The EOC is organized into three functional groups.
i. The Policy Group consists of the County Commissioners, EMA Director,
and mayors and other key officials from the affected jurisdictions. Their
responsibilities include policy development, coordination of EOC
operations, coordination with the IC, and management of overall
emergency response and recovery efforts.
ii. Emergency Support Function Representatives will be activated based
upon the needs of the incident. When an ESF is activated, the Primary
and Supporting Agencies will be contacted and report to the EOC to
provide assistance within their functional area. They will report to the
EOC and take positions in designated areas for their organization or
agency. These representatives will include local officials and workers
selected to represent Transportation, Communications, Public Works and
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Engineering, Firefighting, Incident Planning and Information, Mass Care,
Resource Management, Public Health and Medical, Search and Rescue,
Hazardous Materials, Agriculture and Natural Resources, Energy, Law
Enforcement, Recovery and External Affairs.
iii. Communications Group will be activated when radio or other
communications are necessary to insure the ability to coordinate and
support the scene workers and the Incident Commander. This group
consists of the Communications Officer, radio operators from supporting
agencies like Amateur Radio, telephone call directors, message
controller, and messengers. Responsibilities of this group include radio
and telephone communication between field forces and the EOC, other
jurisdictions and the State EOC.
b. Volunteer agencies (American Red Cross, ARES, CERT, MRC, and others) may
provide personnel to assist with operations in a variety of ways. Examples of
volunteer activities that can support EOC operations include: American Red
Cross providing victim tracing and mental health personnel; ARES providing twoway radio operators with equipment and communications runners; CERT
providing clerks, scribes, and runners.
c. Specific Roles and Responsibilities
i. The EOC Coordinator will be the Richland County EMA Director or
designee. The EOC Coordinator will be responsible for opening,
conducting, and terminating the EOC operations, and for establishing
adequate staff appropriate to the incident so that the EOC can
successfully fulfill its roles and responsibilities. The EOC Coordinator will
ensure the following is complete:
1. Maintain EOC in a constant state of readiness with adequate
supplies, equipment and resources to carry out the functions of
the EOC.
2. Provide for a timely activation and recall capability of key officials
and EOC staff.
3. Open, manage, and coordinate activities within primary or
alternate emergency operations centers.
4. Assist the county commissioners in developing an appropriate
request for a disaster declaration, and assist in it to the State of
Ohio for assistance.
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5. Conduct EOC staff briefings and debriefings.
6. Forward initial disaster reports and damage and injury assessment
information to the State of Oho. Ensure that damage assessment
reports are compiled accurately and in a timely fashion.
7. Ensure that all available information is supplied to the emergency
operations staff. Maps, status board, etc. will be in position at all
times, providing for the collection and display of damage
assessment information in the EOC.
8. Maintain liaison and coordination with the state, adjacent
jurisdictions, and local municipalities that are included within this
plan and their use of personnel and equipment in responding to
the disaster.
9. Ensure that security is provided for the EOC facility.
10. Coordinate the logistical aspects of the EOC operation. Auxiliary
power is provided. Food will have to be provided at the time of
activation. Logistical support for food, water, lighting, fuel, etc. to
support the EOC staff should be sent to the disaster sites if field
forces are utilized.
11. Maintain a complete inventory of current county resources.
12. Advise senior decision makers on the emergency situation and
recommend actions to protect the public.
13. Ensure that EOC operations are coordinated among all responding
organizations.
14. Assist with other services located at the EOC, such as media
relations and press conferences, personnel briefings, and policy
group meetings.
ii. Policy Group
1. Formulate, review and approve policy and operational guidelines,
especially those that vary from daily operations and pertain
specifically to the disaster operations.
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2. Appropriate and authorize expenditure of funds, approve
contracts and authorize distribution of equipment, materials, and
supplies for disaster purposes.
3. Authorize and control information given to the public via the
Public Information Officer in conjunction with the Incident
Commander.
4. Maintain communication and coordination with chief executives
of the jurisdictions included in this plan and to coordinate use of
personnel and equipment in response to the disaster.
5. Issue a proclamation declaring an emergency if a disaster exists
that exceeds the county’s resources or capabilities with the
assistance of the EMA Director or designee.
6. Request a disaster or emergency declaration from the Governor
of the State of Ohio.
7. Assign and make available for duty the employees, property or
equipment of the county or municipality.
8. Provide for the health and safety of persons and property,
including emergency assistance to victims of the disaster.
9. Authorize and order protective action guidelines to be
implemented based upon recommendations from the regulating
agencies.
iii. Jurisdiction Executives
1. Support the Policy Group as needed.
2. Support and service the operational units in the EOC as needed.
iv. EOC Staff General Duties
1. Perform assigned duties in the EOC effectively and efficiently.
2. Provide support personnel and services.
3. Coordinate response and recovery activities when and where the
EOC is involved in facilitation or support.
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4. Begin and maintain a significant events log recording all significant
emergency events, request for assistance, casualty information,
property damage, size of the affected area, evacuations,
sheltering activities, and health concerns.
5. Provide copies of latest available significant events log to EOC
representatives on regular basis as updated.
6. EOC workers will acknowledge and authenticate reports.
5. DIRECTION AND CONTROL
a. Incident Command/EOC Coordination
i. Incident command will be established at the site of the emergency by the
authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) with the most appropriate official
having responsibility and authority for the incident. The Incident
Commander (IC) is the highest-ranking official of the AHJ, or designee.
The IC is responsible for appoint other appropriate Command and
General Staff to conduct incident operations in consideration of incident
objectives and tactical operations.
1. During fires, structural collapse, life safety threats, and other
general emergencies threatening the safety and welfare of the
public, the local Fire Chief is generally the most appropriate IC,
having comprehensive statutory authority over emergency
incidents.
2. During civil unrest, criminal incidents, and other law enforcement
based incidents, it is generally accepted that the Police Chief or
Sheriff will serve as the IC.
3. In a public health emergency involving unsafe water or food
supplies and communicable illness, the Public Health
Commissioner is generally the most appropriate IC.
4. Other unique and unusual incidents may call for the IC to be
another local official having authority over the incident threats
and consequences.
5. Some incidents may span multiple disciplines and authorities, and
a Unified Command may be most appropriate to blend and
prioritize incident objectives and needs. This Unified Command
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will result in a single command voice from multiple officials, with
the unified voice taking into consideration all incident needs from
the combined disciplines and authorities.
6. All Incident Commanders or Unified Commanders will be located
at the Incident Command Post at all times; if they are absent from
the ICP, a Deputy Commander will be appointed and command
will be transferred to the Deputy Commander for the period of
absence of the Incident Commander.
ii. The IC/UC will appoint a Command Liaison Officer (can be an Assistant
Commander or a Deputy Commander in a smaller incident, or a specific
Liaison Officer in a larger incident) specifically to provide information to
the EOC Coordinator.
iii. Technical advisors may be placed at the ICP to assist commanders with
technical and specific information needed to effectively and accurately
establish and prioritize incident objectives.
iv. The IC/UC will maintain regular and complete communication with the
EOC in the management objectives, status of the incident, and resource
needs of the response organization. This information will be relayed
directly to the EOC Coordinator (EMA Director) for communication to the
Policy Group.
v. The Command Liaison Officer will notify the EOC Coordinator of the
organizational structure and Command and General Staff roles that are
activated, and contacts for each officer that would need to talk with an
EOC representative about something.
vi. The Policy Group will relay changes and decisions in policy to the IC/UC
through the EOC Coordinator in a timely and effective manner.
b. The Policy Group in the EOC will coordinate with the highest elected officials of
affected jurisdictions and with the IC/UC in order to provide direction and
control during an emergency. This group will have the authority to set policy,
modify operational rules and regulations within their authority, and to modify
standard operating procedures to facilitate the achievement of incident
objectives.
c. The EOC will be fully activated. The Policy Group will direct authority and policy
for operations during an emergency situation of such magnitude to require
widespread mobilization of elements of local government other than those
principally involved in emergency services on a day-to-day basis.
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d. The EOC Coordinator will notify EOC representatives, conducting briefings for
staff and key officials, and maintaining contact with State of Ohio EMA and
neighboring counties. Upon arrival of state and federal officials, coordination
with these levels of government will take place within the EOC.
e. The Policy Group will coordinate with the IC/UC for direction and control,
approve public information releases, direct protective actions in cooperation
with the Incident Commander, approve emergency expenditures, and request a
disaster declaration from the Governor of the State of Ohio
f. State and Federal officials arriving at the site of an emergency or at the county
EOC will assume direction and control activities only at the request of local
executives and IC/UC. The command and control, and the support of an
emergency, begins with and remains with the local jurisdiction having authority
at the location of the incident, unless that local authority requests mutual aid or
assigns a designee to the Command or other key roles.
g. During an emergency, the County Commissioners may delegate authority to the
EMA Director or other official. Special emergency authority will terminate at the
end of the emergency response or short-term recovery phase.
6. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS
a. EOC Forms and Records
i. Message forms will be used to record all information coming into the EOC
via telephone/radio.
ii. Each individual sending and/or receiving a message will maintain an
individual message log recording every message sent or received.
iii. Messages will be transmitted via a message runner to the master
message logger who will record every message on the master message
log.
iv. After being recorded on the master message log, each message will be
routed to the EOC message controller who will determine the
appropriate response person.
v. The message will then be transmitted via a message runner to the
appropriate workstation for action or information.
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vi. The initial disaster report will be completed as soon as possible after the
emergency and the information transmitted to the State of Ohio EMA.
b. During the operations of the EOC the staff shall
i. Manage county government resources and determine where each will be
used or assigned, implementing resource controls.
ii. Protect resources such as personnel and equipment during disaster
situations.
iii. Provide for the identification and use of resources for special or critical
facilities, including radiological laboratories.
iv. Maintain accurate and adequate records to document any costs that may
be incurred from private sources and that were unused in responding to
or recovering from day-to-day operations.
v. Retain all records and reports until all operations are completed and the
obligations and accounts have been closed. Records shall be maintained
in accordance with local, state, and federal requirements for declared
disasters.
vi. Provide operational and logistical support needs of response personnel
directed by but not at the EOC/alternate EOC.
c. EOC Security
i. All individuals requiring access to the EOC will be required to enter
through designated entrances.
ii. The officer on duty may request identification before allowing access to
the EOC, and may request confirmation of identity. EOC representatives
should be prepared to present a picture ID such as an Ohio Operator’s
License or a United States Passport, or other official form of
identification, to access the EOC.
iii. Each EOC staff member will be requested to sign in and out on the
registration log and record an emergency telephone call back number to
ensure their expeditious recall to the EOC in the event that conditions
should worsen, or to resume their shift to relive their replacements.
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d. Fiscal Procedures and Administrative Authorities
i. Fiscal procedures followed during emergency operations are the voucher
system, the same as utilized on day-to-day basis for routine business.
ii. The procurement process for obtaining supplies, equipment, or
contractual services will comply with the appropriate rules and
procedures outlined in local, state, and federal laws and regulations.
There are no exceptions to procurement standards because the incident
is an emergency or disaster.
iii. All vouchers must be approved by the County Auditor or County
Commissioners.
iv. Personnel must follow the standard process for reporting to and leaving
work as a normal day unless specifically told otherwise; they will
document their attendance at the worksite like any other day.
v. Any claims or costs incurred due to injury, special needs, or other reason
must be approved, purchased in compliance with appropriate rules and
procedures, and documented according to daily procedures.
7. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR ESF
a. The EOC must be supplied and maintained at a constant state of readiness.
b. All parties involved in this ESF must be trained and exercised on the procedures
set forth in this section.
c. The EMA Director must have the resources necessary to maintain and revise this
section as needs change in Richland County.
8. ADDENDA
a. Tab A – SkyWarn Manual
b. Tab B – EAS Procedures
9. AUTHENTICATION
______________________________________
Date of Adoption
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Richland County Skywarn program. Thank you for your interest, and
for volunteering to work at net control and the county Skywarn program. The
information in this manual is designed to answer just about any question about our
local operations. It will list all of the procedures we ask all participants to follow and
what is required. Of course it is impossible to know ahead of time what may occur and
it is hoped that this manual will have it covered, however if it is not in this manual, a
little common sense and careful thinking, a professional net operation should be
possible. Richland County Skywarn is activated by the following agencies; the NWS in
Cleveland, the Richland County EMA, the FAA, or whenever severe weather is
approaching the area and net activation is approved by one of the emergency
coordinators.
In fact, since we cover the Backbone link for a 5 county area, we will be active anytime
severe weather is affecting those counties. These counties are Crawford, Marion,
Morrow, Knox and Richland and are called district 3 by the NWS. The Skywarn net does
not have to be activated by a government agency, however before activation, get
approval from the EC or one of the AECs. Upon starting net operations, make sure all
times, watches, warnings, check-ins, phone calls, are logged as required and that the
net will stay active until storms have cleared the district 3 counties and stand down is
approved by the NWS. Mobile spotting is never to be approved by the net control
station, as this is a liability issue. There may be times where a spotter is needed to
look at storm damage after an event. In these cases it will be up to the EC or his
assistants to choose who they want to respond. If a station asks, tell them no and that
if they are needed, the EC will contact them. While everyone thinks storm chasing is a
fun activity, it is extremely dangerous and takes years of training to do the proper job.
Those untrained can and do cause problems with law enforcement which puts amateur
radio in a poor light. Remember think safety first and do not approve any mobile
spotting at any time!!! As for the net, make sure that when reports are given that you
have all of the required information which will be reviewed later in this manual.
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DISTRICT 3 INFORMATION
The Cleveland weather service office covers a 30 county area in northern Ohio.
Because of this there would be major backlogs of traffic in and out of the weather
office when storms were very active. Therefore the NWS and its coordinator group
have split this area into 6 districts. Our area of concern is District 3, which comprises
Crawford, Marion, Morrow, Knox and Richland County. We currently are the only
county that is able to work the Backbone net for the district, although Crawford County
may soon be sharing in this activity with us. In cases where the Backbone is needed
only one station in our district will be allowed on the frequency, so make sure to find
out if Crawford has someone on the air. Their frequency should be 146.850-71.9pl. If
you find they have it covered, make note of who the operator is and let them know we
are active in our county. There may be times when we need to take over due to
condition in their area and the same is true if we have the backbone, where we need
to have them take over for us. It is also a good practice to have liaison stations for
each of the counties in district 3 and also for Huron County and Ashland County, which
are in different districts. This is so we can give them heads up if something major is
heading their way. Although it is not a priority or an actual requirement, we usually
have more spotters available and as a good will practice, should be done if they do not
have one beforehand. The following are the counties and their frequencies we will be
working with.
2-METER
MARION ---------------147.300 / 71.9PL--------146.895 / 71.9PL *
CRAWFORD------------146.850 / 71.9PL
MORROW--------------146.775 / 71.9PL
KNOX--------------------146.790 / 71.9PL ---echolink station
District 4 Ashland----147.105 / 71.9PL
District 2 Huron ------146.865 / 110.9PL
OUR LOCAL FREQUENCIES
146.940----* 147.60--------ALL 71.9PL (INPUT ONLY ON 145.330)
If during a net one of the repeaters fail, follow the shown rotation. Also use simplex
mode on the frequency you are moving from and let listening stations know of the
move!!!!
*Denotes an IRLP node available for linking stations if required.
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ESTABLISHING THE SKYWARN NET
The Skywarn net control station can be started from any location. However, someone
should be enroute to the E.O.C. to take over as soon as possible. The use of the
WW8EMA call sign is reserved only for the E.O.C. location and if running the net from
you home station you should use you own call sign. It is the responsibility of the
DEC,EC, Skywarn Coordinator, or one of their designates to set up a full net operation.
Make sure you have current copies of the net scripts that are now in use. Follow their
guidelines as listed in each level script. When a net is going active for a warning being
issued remember we are asked to call Ohio Health Mansfield first. This call must be
made before setting the alert tones off on the repeater!!! Skywarn nets are directed
and controlled operations running under strict military protocols and it is important
that all stations send all traffic thru net control. There will be times where a station is
not aware of the net operation taking place and may try and make a call to someone.
If this occurs, be polite and just notify the station that a net is in operation and that
once a contact is made that they please move to an alternate frequency unless it is of
emergency content. One thing to remember is that being firm but policies will go a
long way. If a station causes continued problems, in most cases, it is best to ignore
them. It is also important that we keep a calm, controlled and professional when
speaking on the net.

Just remember these following basic rules;
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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RUN A CONTROLLED NET
KEEP CALM AT ALL TIMES
BE FIRM BUT POLITE
BE THOROUGH WHEN GETTING INFORMATION
MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES OF THE NET
BE PROFESSIONAL

NET LEVEL DEFINITIONS
There are different levels to our skywarn net operations beginning with a Standby net
called level blue to 3 levels of full net operations. Under a stand-by net the repeater is
placed in “WATCH” mode which is identified by the Morse code “WW” or “._ _._ _” At
this stage, we make the announcement of the Watch information. Check-ins are not
taken at this time as usually no severe weather in close enough to be a concern at the
time. Remember a watch can be issued up to 2 or 3 hours before weather actually
occurs and keeping people on the net will not be possible with nothing happening.
NORMAL operations are allowed but stations should be prepared to have a net go
active at any time.
LEVEL 1 or Condition Green – The repeater is still in watch mode but weather is now in
the district 3 counties. Start taking check-ins at this time and let people know that
there may be traffic from outside the county incoming for the backbone net. Read any
warnings we have for the other counties at this time so our members have an idea of
what is happening. (See scripts).
At this point, a severe thunderstorm warning has been
issued for our home county. At this time make all the phone calls as required and set
the repeater tones off. This also puts the repeater in full skywarn net mode. Also put
the 147.36 repeater into its net mode which notifies stations of net ops on the 94. The
repeater tone will now be a single “W” or “._ _” Which lets people know we are in net
mode. Also at this point ALL traffic goes thru net control. Check-ins may continue until
such time as reports of severe weather begin coming in. At this point tell all stations
that unless they have reports of severe conditions or damage to hold all other traffic.
(See scripts)
Level 3 or Condition Red - This level is for tornadic activity only. At this point, net
control will not accept any routine or priority traffic. Only emergency traffic regarding
tornadoes, funnel clouds, wall clouds, large hail per tornadic rules and damage from
the above. Tell all stations the net is at level 3 or condition red and only the above info
will be accepted. Make NO exceptions in this rule. For ANY tornado warning we are
required to recall Ohio Health Mansfield and let them know any details of the warning
and or sightings. They also must be called when a tornado warning is dropped. Ohio
Health Mansfield holds everyone in the hospital and holds all staff from leaving until
all clear is given!!! Remember do NOT send anyone into a damage area without consulting the
EC or their assistants or the EMA officials. They will know who they want in those locations and
untrained people only get in the way of emergency operations. MAKE NO EXEPTIONS TO THIS RULE!!
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6-METER BACKBONE OPERATIONS
First rule is that you must be registered to do so. If you are not, then find someone
who is and make contact with Cleveland. If the backbone is not yet active be prepared
to send reports via phone using the 800 number only!!! This does occur at times as it
takes a bit of time for amateur radio operations to get the the SWS office. Gary Garnet
is a licensed amateur but may be too busy to answer on his own. If we do have an
emergency situation ie: tornado etc. Call this out on the backbone to see is Gary will
answer but also make the phone call also. Otherwise if the backbone is not activated,
listen for it to come on the air as time passes. Again only one station per district at a
time on the backbone and that station must be registered. When monitoring the
backbone listen for anything for District 3 as this is information concerning our area.
The following are registered backbone operator;
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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Danny Bailey -------- w8dlb ----------------419-896-2165 419-566-3267
Jim Smith ------------ ka8wse ---------------419-756-4769
Bob Harlan ---------- w8ndb ----------------419-756-4321
Bill Martin ----------- n8tq -------------------419-526-4661
Dick Fletcher -------- n8cjs ------------------419-886-2463
Scott Yonally -------- n8sy -------------------419-884-1258
Dick Hensel ---------- n8wlc -----------------419-756-7979
Dave Weigold ------- n8dpw ----------------419-756-8379 419- 610-6047
Willie Hilson --------- w8one ----------------567-241-2832
Henry Koenig -------- wd8Q -----------------419-892-3232
Rob Ruth -------------- kd8azq ---------------419-884-6177
Mark Dailey ---------- kc8mkl ---------------419-884-3215
Rocky Shiffel --------- kd8awe --------------419-522-0239
Ron Burgess ---------- k8rkb -----------------419-526-4558
Gunther Meisse II--- k8gsm ----------------419-886-6661
Rob Meisse ----------- w8rem ---------------419-543-1102
Phil Ackerman ------- n8pa ------------------419-589-7133 419-610-3333
Don Forsaw ----------- kb8rya ---------------419-566-6668

STEP BY STEP NET OPERATIONS INSTRUCTIONS
WATCH MODE – A watch has been issued but there is no severe weather enough
to begin net operations.
Ø Put repeater into watch mode (997)
Ø Announce watch information
Ø Make periodic announcements about watch information

WATCH MODE ACTIVE NET –Conditions at this level include; severe weather in
district 3 counties, Huron County, or Storms are moving our direction.
Ø Obtain latest watch or warning information from the NWS that concerns our
district 3 counties
Ø Change repeater tone to watch mode using dtmf code 997. The courtesy tone
will send a Morse code ”WW” Do this only if not in watch mode.
Ø Have all local log sheets prepared for use
Ø Establish a backup NCS and make sure you have assistant’s enroute to the net
office. A backup should stay with the net in case the office station goes off the
air. They can then cover the office until alternate power is up at the net office.
Ø Begin taking check-ins

SEVERE T-STORM WARNING FULL ACTIVE NET

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
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Severe weather is about to move or is occurring in our county and
warnings are wither forthcoming or have been issued. Reports of
severe conditions occurring in our county during a watch.
Obtain warning info for our county.
Contact Ohio Health Mansfield, log who you talk to and list the time you called.
Change 147.360 repeater to weather mode (dtmf # 984)
Change 146.940 repeater to full net mode (dtmf # 996)
Give warning info out to the spotters and do this at apx 10 minute intervals
during the net. The exception is when reports are incoming.
Take reports with precedence’s in order of status. These are in order of
importance, emergency, priority, routine.
If during this level someone reports tornadic activity, take and pass this info
immediately to the NWS and prepare to go to level Three. Note that only the
NWS can issue an official warning, so do not class anything on your own.
When warnings expire, we can put the net back to level one. Make sure you
make all the phone calls as required and let them know we are currently in the
clear. Also let them know if more weather is possible and as always log the
person’s name you talk to with the time you called.

TORNADO WARNING FULL ACTIVE NET Conditions for this level include any
and all tornadic Activity. Tornado warnings are issued or reports of tornadic activity
are incoming. (Any large hail during a tornado watch is emergency traffic and may
indicate possible tornado formation so have stations stand by for possible level 3
ops.)
Ø Obtain warning info from Cleveland or pass info to them if reports occur before
a warning is issued.
Ø Notify all stations that we are a level 3 or condition red operations and only
tornadic information will be accepted until further notice
Ø Re-tone repeater with dtmf #996
Ø Read the warning information to the spotters.
Ø All tornado reports are classed as emergency traffic and should be labeled as
such on both local nets and the backbone net
Ø Once an all clear is given, we once again must call all agencies. This is very
important with Ohio Health Mansfield as they hold people at the hospital
including staff that may be ready to go off duty which means overtime payroll. If
we let them know it helps them cut expenses
Ø Notify spotters of the all clear.
Ø Return the net to level 2 status and take any reports that have been on hold.
Ø If major damage has occurred by prepared to have a separate disaster nets on
one of the other repeaters.

STAND DOWN – Conditions include all clear status.
Ø When nets are to be shut down make sure all calls have been made to the
agencies.
Ø Verify the all clear on the backbone and let them know we are shutting down
operations
Ø Notify all spotters that the net is closing, thank them for their help and let them
know that if they find damages that need reported they can do so calling
1-800-262-9683.
Ø Reset all repeaters to PL operations (94+#992) (36=#982)
Ø Note close time on the log sheets. Count the number of check-ins and total the
net time and list this on the top of the net status log sheet.
Ø Get report to DEC,EC, skywarn Coordinator
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NET SCRIPT GUIDELINES
WATCH
(NO NET ACTIVATION)
NET ON STANDBY
To activate the WATCH tone dial (997) on keypad.
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, bringing the Richland County Skywarn
net into standby condition. Read the statement that was issued. (Be sure to note if it
was National Weather Service or the Storm Prediction Center.)

Are there any stations that have had training, available to go to Skywarn station? If so,
please say your call (PAUSE).

As previously stated the Skywarn net is in standby condition. Check-ins will be
accepted at this time. Reports of heavy rain, wind damage, hail, approaching
thunderstorms or gust front arrivals will also be accepted. Reports of this type will
probably cause the net to be fully activated. When the Skywarn net is in standby,
normal amateur use of this repeater may continue, but stations are asked to leave a
longer pause than normal between transmissions. This pause will leave time for a
break-in, should full activation of the Skywarn net become necessary.

(Optional)
Is there a station on frequency who can act as an at-home net control station until the
Skywarn station is staffed? If so, please say your call. (PAUSE)
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FULL NET ACTIVATION (Watch Mode)
To activate the WATCH tone dial (997) on keypad.
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, activating the Richland County Ohio
Skywarn net. My name is (name). The Skywarn net is in Watch Mode.

At this time we are in standby mode as severe weather is in our District or moving
toward us very rapidly.

Note: If there are warnings in the District 3 area, list the current (county or counties)
and their expiration (time).

Please leave sufficient breaks in all transmission in case of incoming reports or that we
may go active. Check-ins will now be taken…..
At this time, we will accept general check-ins. Stations are reminded to please give
your call sign slowly and only give your call sign phonetically when asked by net
control. Also please give your name and location. And remember, if you need to leave
the net at any time, please check in with the net control for permission to do so.
WATCH MODE PERIODIC ANNOUNCEMENTS
This is the EMA (WW8EMA), Home (your call sign), Net Control for Richland County
Skywarn. The (tornado/severe thunderstorm) watch issued by the Storm Prediction
Center continues in effect until (TIME).
(OPTIONAL)
When the net is under Watch Mode, stations may report any and all storm effects, such
as: wind damage to live trees, hail (with size reported), heavy or torrential rain with
near zero visibility (> 1” / hr) or flooding over curbs and roadways.
Of course, tornadoes, funnel clouds and wall clouds with rotation should be reported
immediately. We are accepting any and all check-ins at this time, so any station with a
report for the net, a query for the net, or any station wishing to check into the net,
please call net control.
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SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING
To activate the T-STORM warning tone (996) on the keypad.
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, for Richland County Skywarn. The
national weather service has issued a severe thunderstorm warning for Richland
County until (time). (Read the warning from NWS if available).
Under the conditions, all stations should only report heavy rains, damaging winds,
dime size hail or larger. Report immediately tornadoes, funnel clouds or wall clouds.
Please limit your traffic to severe weather only.
This is EMA (WW8EMA) Home (your call sign) Richland County Skywarn. Any stations
with severe weather, please call now.
At this time we will take general check-ins as well as reports of heavy rains, damaging
winds, hail, approaching thunderstorms or gust front arrival. Please give your call and
location now.
Are there any other stations wishing to check-in to Richland County Skywarn Net, if so
please call now.
If there is significant weather damage in the county and there is still an active Severe
Thunderstorm Warning or there is another line of storms that may put us in warning,
please move to (147.360) and give your report there.
Closing
This is EMA (WW8EMA) Home (your call sign) for Richland County Skywarn. The
severe thunderstorm warning has expired for Richland County. We will be closing
down the net and returning this frequency back to normal amateur use. I would like to
thank everyone for their participation in Skywarn. Your reports are important to the
area and to the national weather service. This is (your call) for Richland County
Skywarn. Remember to turn repeater to dial (992) on keypad if we are still under
weather watch tone (997) on keypad.
*** After the net send the following report to Skywarn Coordinator DEC, EC***
1. Number of check-ins.
2. Weather reports passed.
3. Total minutes net ran.
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TORNADO WARNING
To activate the TORNADO warning tone (998) on keypad
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, for Richland County Skywarn. The
national weather service has issued a Tornado Warning for Richland County until
(time). The only reports that will be accepted are those of severe weather only. This
may include large hail, wall and funnel clouds, or tornadoes. All stations should
maintain radio silence unless you have a report of severe weather. Any stations with
reports of severe weather at this time, please call now.

ALL REPORTS NOT PERTAINING TO TORNADO WARNING, PLEASE MOVE TO (147.360)
AND GIVE YOUR REPORT THERE.
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, For Richland County Skywarn. Are
there any stations with severe weather reports please call now?

CLOSING
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, for Richland County Skywarn. The
tornado warning has expired for Richland County. We will be closing down the net and
returning this frequency back to normal amateur use. I would like to thank everyone
for their participation in Skywarn. Your reports are important to the area and to the
national weather service. This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, for Richland
County Skywarn.
Remember to turn repeater to PL.Tone (992) on keypad.
If still Under Weather Watch tone (997) on keypad.

*** After the Net send the following report to EMA WW8EMA, or Home, your call sign.
4. Number of Check-ins
5. Weather Reports passed.
6. Total minutes Net ran.
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CLOSING DOWN THE NET
This is EMA WW8EMA or Home, your call sign, closing this session of the Richland
County Skywarn net.
(If there is any active weather in the area, explain where it is and that it is not expected
to become severe. If the watch is still in effect, but we have been released by NWS,
then explain that, including the watch expiration time.)
Are there any final damage reports?
We would like to thank all those who checked into the net and who brought reports to
the net.
We would also like to thank the Amateur Club for the use of their repeaters.
Stations please stand by while the repeaters are return to normal mode.
The net is now closed and this repeater is now open for normal amateur use.
Dial (992) on keypad to put repeater back in PL Mode.
THE FOLLOWING MAY COME UP ON NETS
One thing to remember is that when level red is started the net control operator must
stress that ONLY tornadic reports will be accepted. Do not make exceptions!! As a net
control operator you are the boss so do not let spotters get carried away. If a problem
results let one of the AECs or the ED know. Also be calm and level headed when
dealing with a problem station and do not become a problem yourself.
NEVER at any time do we allow mobile spotters to get close to reported tornadic
activity. If they ask tell them NO. This is dangerous and chasing storms requires lots of
training and experience of which none of our members have. Also if a touchdown has
occurred tell anyone that is mobile to stay away. The last thing we need is to have one
of our members either hurt in a disaster area or to be accused of stealing something,
which can happen in these areas. If damage has occurred and IF we are needed in
other locations we will be notified by the EMA officials. Until then we do not need to
get in the way of any rescue operations, hence the “stay away” rule.
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While we would like you to use these scripts as often as possible we need to
remember there will be times where a minor change needs to be made. In these cases
please use common sense and do not allow a change unless it is critical to net
operations.
_______________________________________________________________________

BACKUP PLAN IN CASE OF REPEATER FAILURE.
The following is the ARES approved backup plan for repeater failure. While this does
not occur often it is a big possibility. In case you did not know the 146.940 & 147.360
repeaters share the SAME tower at WVNO in Ontario. Because of this there is a
possibility that BOTH of these repeaters can be damaged by a lightning strike. Power
failures are not much of an issue as we share the generator at WVNO in blackout
situations. So starting nets on 146.940 is first choice. If the 94 fails then first check the
36 repeater to see if it is still operational. If it is then move the net to this frequency.
Remember to announce where you have moved vis simplex on the 146.940
frequency. There is no weather net mode usable on the backup repeaters and only
the 35 will have a net mode that can be used in place of the wx mode. If they use a PL
tone squelch for monitoring they will not hear anything as the PL will not open their
receiver!!
The next frequencies we would use will be the 146.520 frequency at which once all
stations are on this frequency we can choose other simplex frequencies to use.
Again this is the Operation Plan to follow;
Ø 1st – 146.940 – 71.9PL---(-) offset
Ø 2nd –147.360 – 71.9PL---(+) offset
Ø 3rd –146.520 Simplex
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LOG SHEETS AS USED FOR SKYWARN NET OPERATIONS
The following pages will show the actual log sheet then followed by instructions for
each segment.
The net Check-In-Form is the form to fill out. Hold off on filling in the page __ of page
__ space till the net is over as you will not know the total of pages till then.
Next is the Date which is easy then the start time. This is the actual start time of any
net operation and NOT the issuance time of a watch. By this I mean that a watch is
issued at say 1PM and you then activate a net at 4PM. The start time will be 4PM. The
start time will include the time a home station also begins net operations if the net
office was not staffed at the time. Next is the end time which is when all net
operations are shut down.
Next is contact Numbers. Start times are when you make the initial call to one of these
agencies. This is followed by a space for who answered your call. Make sure these are
filled out. There have been times where someone claims we did not call them. If you
have a name and time we can then prove the foul-up occurred somewhere else. Same
for the end time in which is when we call and notify the agencies the all clear has been
issued. This is critical for Ohio Health MedCentral as they hold staff over if severe
weather warnings are issued which can be quite costly. Be prompt with them and
make double sure you have a name and time of your contacts with them.
As for the outdoor school they are not in session during August thru mid-September.
Otherwise any weekday occurrence should be called to the main office number listed.
The reason we call is at they can have as many as 150 school kids out on hikes up to 2
or 3 miles distant from the main camp. If severe weather is imminent and looks to be
heading to their location in southeast Richland County call them as soon as practical.
The more time they have for heads up the better.
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